Evidence for chemically-induced structural gene mutations at the thymidine kinase locus in cultured L5178Y mouse lymphoma cells.
L5178Y mouse lymphoma cells normally appear to possess two functional thymidine kinase alleles (TK+/+). TK-deficient (TK-/-) clonal lines can be derived from these cells by treatment with EMS or other mutagens. Mezger-Freed [12] has argued that such stable phenotypic variants do not arise as the result of gene mutations but instead represent epigenetic events such as normally occur during differentiation without any permanent gene alteration. If this be so, then rare TK+/- revertants arising in TK-/- cultures should possess TK enzyme identical with one of those present in the original TK+/+ cells, since only depression of the TK gene is involved. Our studies show that this is not the case. Among the mutant TK enzymes analyzed in vitro (those from parental TK+/- lines, each derived in turn from separate TK-/- lines) differences were found in (1) solubility in saline; (2) solubility in 3 M LiCl; (3) Km's; and (4) ATP-Mg2+ requirements. These findings were incompatible with a non-mutational model for the production of these stable variants and, in conjunction with reversion-rate data, they tended to favor either direct structural gene modifications or mutations affecting the expression of adult and fetal enzymes.